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0 of 0 review helpful A Trip Down Memory Lane By Steve Taylor My pop was born and raised in East Harlem in an 
Italian neighborhood beginning in the early 1930s My grandfather worked for the city and sent all his 7 kids to St 
Pauls for schooling My dad got a kick out of the book and since he s not a reader he was very pleased it was mainly a 
book of pictures I think it s great that authors compile books like these to c Overshadowed by the fame of Harlem and 
the wealth of the Upper East Side East Harlem is rarely noted as a historical enclave However from the early 1800s 
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through today East Harlem has welcomed wave after wave of immigrants struggling for a place in the nation s most 
famous city African Americans Irish Germans European Jews Italians Scandinavians Puerto Ricans and Latinos are 
among the ethnic groups who have shaped this neighborhood bringing with them their r About the Author Christopher 
Bell is an active member of the East Harlem Historical Society Raised and schooled in East Harlem he has created this 
compilation from various New York City archives and private collections 
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